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Q4.1

We have a question about the “Interface Between Distribution Network and Energy
Supply” referenced in section 3h of the RFP, respecting the delineation of the cost
responsibilities between the Supplier and the City.
Our interpretation of this section is that the Supplier must make the space available
and include the costs of that space in the rates, including electrical and fibre optic
interconnection facilities and a thermal meter. However, we are unclear if the
Supplier should estimate the costs of the pumps, expansion tanks and distribution
controls (the NEU distribution equipment) and whether the proposed rates should
include those costs. Based on our reading of the RFP, the Supplier will provide the
physical space and the facilities necessary for the City to install their NEU distribution
system. The Supplier will also include the costs of the space and the interconnection
facilities in the rates, but the City will pay for and own the NEU distribution
equipment.
Can you please either confirm our understanding or clarify it for us?
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A4.1

Your understanding of the interconnection cost delineation appears accurate.
For clarity, with respect to the interconnection cost delineation, the Supplier
should include for the following costs in the provided rates:
-

Interconnection design

-

The structure and space required for housing the NEU distribution system
equipment

-

The required services for the NEU distribution system equipment
(electrical feeds on backup supply, fibre-optic network connection)

-

Controls provisions to provide the City with required operational data
points and enable integration between the two systems

-

Utility grade thermal energy metering

The City will assume the costs for supplying, installing, operating, and maintaining
the required distribution system equipment (including distribution pumps,
expansion tanks, and controls) in the space provided.
END OF Q&A No. 4
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